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Abstract 
The aim of this research is to identify the impact using social media toward young adults’ 
attitude. This paper proposes a framework to identify the attitude using social media among 
young adults. In order to achieve this aim, the proposed framework identifies the four aspects 
that related with attitude which are publicly sharing information habit, social comparison and 
evaluation, sexual behavior and education and academic performance. This paper is also 
shows the table analysis of review from previous research. 
Keywords: attitude, social media, publicly sharing information, social comparison and 
evaluation, sexual behavior, education and academic performance 

 
1. Introduction 

Social media can influence people attitude and behaviors.  Attitude was related 
with people of feelings, beliefs, and behavioral tendencies towards socially significant 
objects, groups, events or symbols. There are three components and structured of 
attitude which are affective, behavioral and cognitive components. Affective component 
is involves to feeling of person or emotions about the attitude object. Behavioral 
component is the way the attitude people have influences how people act and behave. 
The last one is cognitive component which mean involves a belief of person or 
knowledge about an attitude object. 

 The attitude impact of social media includes the people life especially personal 
influence such as shopping, education and relationship with other user. People who use 
social media frequently have increased levels of negative emotions such as envy and 
isolation. This emotion will be happen when the tendency of others to distort reality 
(through selective posting) in their social media can cause some to feel that everyone 
else has a better life than the viewer. This can lead to feelings of envy. However, it is 
actually quite common for people to embellish aspects of their lives on social media in 
an effort to appear to be more than or better than what they are.  

The aim of this study is to measure the impact using social media toward young 
adults’ attitude. In order to achieve this objective, this research proposes a framework to 
identify the four aspects that related with attitude which are publicly sharing information 
habit, social comparison and evaluation, sexual behavior and education and academic 
performance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is literature 
review. Proposed framework is in Section 3. Final section contains some concluding 
remarks. 
 
2. Literature Review  
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This research is expected to analyze the impact of attitude using social media 
among young adults. For the impact of attitude using social media among young adults, 
we focus on four main aspect; publicly sharing information habit, social comparison and 
evaluation, sexual behavior and education and academic performance.  

 
2.1 Publicly sharing information habit 

Publicly sharing information habit is an attitude of users in social media who like 
to public their social media account to share anything information about themselves 
such as post their photos, quotes, videos and others. Social media is willingness to 
engage in online risks behavior. People like to sharing embarrassing photos, current 
location, videos and engaging in sexual communication with strangers such as using 
the messaging at Facebook application (Branley & Covey, 2017). This kind of people 
that like to share embarrassing photo in social media account which mean they feel so 
happy when get “like” from their followers. Sometimes people so excited when many 
followers like their photo or videos even what they post will give bad effects in their 
future such as the sexy photos and video about politic talk. Some of users in social 
media most like to share their current location to tell people where she or he right now 
but they not think about the strangers such as kidnappers will be easy to track them 
where they check in. Upon the creation of a Facebook profile, some information is 
shared publicly by default. Some of this information includes photos, education and 
work related information (Chakraborty et al., 2013). If for education is good for share to 
everyone, but for photo is not too good if public can see, they also should to preserve 
their privacy to other strangers that might can dangerous for them. 

 
2.2 Social comparison and evaluation 

Social comparison and evaluation which mean there are some of people do 
some evaluation and comparison about their body image that relates with body 
dissatisfaction in term of weight, shape, skin and face with other people and compare 
their social life when use the social media. Exposure to Facebook would lead to more 
negative feeling, body dissatisfaction, weight and shape discrepancy, skin-related 
discrepancy than would exposure to an appearance-neutral control website. Facebook 
provides young women with a means for comparing themselves like their appearance, 
such as through by social status, life experiences and photos which in turn could induce 
a more negative mood (Fardouly, J. et al., 2015). 

 In addition, social comparisons can give the impact on self-evaluation and 
associated with either positive or negative mood. Facebook is most to lead many social 
comparisons, because users constantly receive personal information, status updates, 
photos and new followers (Ozimek & Bierhoff, 2016). The negative view about 
technology which is makes people more isolated. Isolated in social media which mean 
when they have negative mood from social comparison they will be feel alone and think 
about something that not important. For example, their peer in social media post about 
their life which better than them such as they always travel and shopping. So, they will 
compare about their life with others and make them isolated and shy (Rosen et al., 
2013). Social networks sites can influence perceptions of body dissatisfaction and body 
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image disturbance among young women (Perloff, 2014). This is because people can 
leave their comments such as negative comparison and evaluate about other people 
body image that can lead to negative mood. For example people in social media 
evaluate other people body are fat. 
 
2.3 Sexual behavior 

Sexual behavior in social media which mean when young adults or other people 
use the social media they will expose to meet variety of people that they not know who 
is she or he such as strangers. They will expose to chat and message with strangers 
and will be sharing several of information such as photos and videos. For example 
using the Skype people can direct on call, so people can see that people face directly. 
Pornography as a uniquely damaging source of influence over youth norms, attitudes, 
and behaviors related to sex and romantic relationships. Both youth and caregivers 
discussed the ease with which youth could intentionally or unintentionally access porn 
on the internet using social media (Albertson et al., 2017). The risky behaviors among 
young people is sexualized behavior, which is promoted in social networks due to an 
interface that makes content exchange easier such as sharing photos, messages, and 
videos with strangers (Sarabia & Estẽvez, 2016). When the relationships among male 
and female occur in social media, they start from exchange the pictures and video call, 
but the last is exposed to sexual life such as pornography.  
 
2.3 Education and academic performance 

Young adults commonly include the students which is from secondary school or 
higher institutional. There are some of education and academic impact when students 
using the social media in studying process. Students who accessed social networking 
sites one or more times during the study period had lower grade point averages. Social 
networking being so important to young adults or students that they interrupt their 
classroom attention as well as their studying attention because in their class they have  
chance to send or received a text message for example use Whatsapp application. 
Technology break was suggested that involves allowing students to begin class or a 
study period by checking their smartphones and then silencing them and placing them 
in their work area in plain sight while they complete their class (Rosen et al., 2013).  

There are advantages of social media use includes enhancing relationship and 
improving learning motivation. Social media possibility of enhancing student contact and 
is used to improve their participation in class and also can function in online group 
learning such as make a Whatsapp group. For example students can share anything 
about information and exchange with other friends (Al-Rahmi & Othman, 2013). Social 
media and communication technology have been shown to help students in educational. 
In particular, blogs have been utilized for a variety of educational purposes which is 
online personal journals are used to fulfill many inter personal goals such as maintaining 
ties with friends. Other than that, students can enable to ask questions and getting 
helpful information from their mentors (DeAndrea et al., 2013). 
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Table 1.Analysis of Review 
 

Authors Publicly 
sharing 

information 
habit 

Social 
comparison 

and evaluation 

Sexual 
behavior 

 

Education and 
academic 

performance 

Branley & Covey, 
(2017) 

     

Chakraborty et al., 
(2013) 

     

Fardouly, J. et al., 
(2015) 

     

Ozimek & Bierhoff, 
(2016) 

     

Rosen et al., (2013)      

Perloff, (2014)      

Albertson et al., (2017)      

Sarabia & Estẽvez, 
(2016) 

     

Rosen et al., 2013      

Al-Rahmi & Othman, 
(2013) 

     

DeAndrea et al., (2013)      

 
3. Proposed Framework 

The figure one shows the proposed of framework. In the purpose framework we 
discuss issues dependent and independent variable. In this framework the independent 
variables are publicly sharing information habit, social evaluation and general social 
comparison, sexual behavior and education and academic performance. Publicly 
sharing information habit is when people use social media they like to post and share 
everything to public especially their embarrassing photo and current location to 
strangers. Social comparison and evaluation which mean people especially young 
women most concerns about their body image and always compare about their lives 
with other people lives that might can lead to isolated and envy. Sexual behavior will 
occur when people communicate and message with strangers for example people using 
the Skype to communicate which is people can see that people face and might exposed 
to pornography. The last is education and academic performance which is mostly 
students like to texting using social media in university classes that can give the bad 
impact on their study learning and also low in grade point averages 
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Figure 1. Proposed research framework 
 
4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, impact using social media toward attitude cannot to avoid among 
young adults because the use of social media is unlimited, cannot to control and 
widespread in nowadays. All people nowadays mostly up to date and like to post and 
share everything about what happened in their life at social media such as video, photo, 
location, information resources and also game. Some of this have benefits and also give 
the bad impact in the future for example share the information resources such as for 
educational purpose and news which is good for keep up to date but is not too good 
when people obsessed which is every day post their current location, photos and 
videos, it causes easily to criminal to track people. Other than that, video or photos 
easily and fast to viral and share when people are famous or post the embarrassing 
photo or videos.   
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